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For so long there was a voice inside of me, the voice kept telling me that I was a stupid Indian, an ugly Indian, dirty, smelly, a shitty squaw, not Indian enough, not smart enough, too skinny, too fat. The not good enough messages went on and on. For so long I believed my place inferior along side others. Then I met elders, they told me my spirit was beautiful. For so long I pushed their kind words away, doubting. In healing they told me you have to know your history, you have to know where you come from. I looked back through time and I saw.

The first “great white” who arrived on Turtle Island did not know what to make of the life, a life in balance. The people knew harmony, they knew togetherness, they knew collaboration. The “great white” knew chaos and destruction.

The “great white” could not live comfortably with that harmony because of his / inner chaos, the world they had lived across the water was vile. Those first “great whites,” they were sent away from their home because of their evil ways. They came here and started to live with the First Peoples of Turtle Island. They transferred their pain and ugliness with superiority. They told our ancestors they were the “great white father,” come to take care of the helpless savage children. They shamed our ancestors into believing they were childish and that their way of being in the world was not good enough. So they doubted they doubted their ways for so long.

For so long, the “great white” father, along side his sisters they attacked the soul, the very essence, the culture, the language of my ancestors. Children they were, taken from home, for so long they pillaged the spirit and the sexuality of the children until their childhood and innocence was forever gone.

These children grew into the world convinced that their bodies were something filthy and worthless. For so long our families passed on the darkness and pain. Each generation carrying the anger, grief, and the sadness.

Dear grandmother and grandfather it was not your fault, for so long you took in the shame and the pain of the “great white”, it was not your fault. I know now why we have carried the burden of shame, I know now why the voice that cruelly whispers “you are not good enough.” It is not ours to hold anymore!

For so long we came to believe that we were the inferior ones not good enough to be. For so long we were hidden in the shadows of belonging, the shadow of success … no more! Ours is the seventh generation! Healing is ours!

My voice no longer silenced, the voice inside positively fosters compassion and strength within me. I sing my songs, live with an attitude of gratitude, I embrace my culture with a hunger for more. Standing tall and sure I rightfully take my place on the medicine wheel.

In this way I now go knowing that before long the ones coming behind us will carry the medicine of a good mind, peace, power and righteousness…Tanon!